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Writing by Design©  

Homeschool Guidelines 
 

Welcome to the Writing by Design© Family! 

The following information (or related video) presents customized tips for Writing by Design© 

homeschool instruction. 

Materials / Instructional Tools / Schedule -  Writing by Design© 

Overview 

Grade level teaching manuals, grades K – 8, provide support through every step of instruction. A 

structured program building on previous lessons, it’s best to implement the program through a 

grade-level progression. At the same time, as your child’s teacher, you have the freedom to select 

the best lessons and/or adapt the lessons to your child’s style of learning. Hard copy teaching 

manuals are also available in online format. 

Schedule - As Writing by Design© involves a good portion of direct instruction, establishing a daily 

schedule, with minimal distractions for your child’s optimal attention, is important.  A daily 40-

minute period is recommended for explicit writing instruction.  If a lesson is completed in fewer 

than 40 minutes, continue to the next lesson.   

To help with scheduling, use a  downloadable template or printable template. Consider 

suggestions for developing a homeschool plan. Extensive advanced planning is not necessary as 

plans may need to be flexible to accommodate lessons requiring additional days to complete.   

Six Traits and Genre Charts are important teaching tools. While they are available for purchase by 

grade level, they can easily be downloaded at no cost and printed for student writing folders. 

Online resources that support and extend lessons in the teaching manuals are available at no cost 

on the website www.WritingbyDesignK8.com under “Resources.” 

Grading by Design online assessments are cost-effective, time-saving tools that provide unique 

benefits:  

 *Student reflection and analysis of their writing (critical thinking skills) 

 *Quick and easy assessment of mastery of key lesson concepts 

 *Objective assessment of student progress in direct alignment with lessons taught 

 
Student note taking practice, or use of “Source Books,” is prompted throughout the 2nd-8th grade 
lessons. Available at discount stores, inexpensive composition books can be used as Source Books. 
Source Book information is presented under “Resources” at www.WritingbyDesignK8.com. 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fHDTsradJM&index=3&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fHDTsradJM&index=3&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
https://templates.office.com/en-us/Lesson-plan-calendar-TM02790966
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/blog-posts/amanda-nehring/printable-teacher-planner/
http://www.homeschooling-ideas.com/home-school-schedule.html#traditional
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HObF0zBFYLQ&index=7&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
http://www.writingbydesignk8.com/
https://www.writingbydesignk8.com/scoring
http://www.writingbydesignk8.com/
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Program Orientation 

An online Writing by Design© program orientation is easy to follow and available at no cost on the 

website - www.WritingbyDesignK8.com. 

Teaching Manual Lay-Out 

Genre Study Units – Each teaching manual is divided into four teaching genres:    

➢ NARRATIVE – primarily relates to an event or sequence of events 

➢ INFORMATIVE - nonfiction writing that conveys factual information  

➢ OPINION/ARGUMENT - requires investigation of a topic, collection and evaluation of 

evidence, and presentation of a concise position 

➢ SUMMARY - short, clear description that gives the main facts or ideas 

❖ Resources for LITERARY ANALYSIS are presented on the website -  

www.WritingbyDesignK8.com. 

Lessons - Each genre study consists of 5 to 17 lessons. All lessons follow the same construct as 

described in #4 - “Lesson Design” below. 

Six Traits of Writing represent the characteristics of high quality writing. The Six Traits approach to 

writing instruction makes writing accessible for all learners by breaking a complex cognitive 

process into six key components. As such, the traits provide a common language for speaking 

about writing and guidelines for assessing writing. All Writing by Design© lessons incorporate the 

Six Traits of Writing: 

❖ IDEAS—the main message 

❖ ORGANIZATION—the internal structure of the piece 

❖ VOICE—the personal tone and flavor of the author's message 

❖ WORD CHOICE—the vocabulary a writer chooses to convey meaning 

❖ SENTENCE FLUENCY—the rhythm and flow of the language 

❖ CONVENTIONS—the mechanical correctness 

The Writing Process involves at least five distinct steps: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and 

publishing.  

Writing Prompts/Assessments – At the culmination of every unit of genre study, students are given 

a writing prompt as a means of assessment. This is an opportunity for students to show what they 

have learned and possibly identify what might need to be re-taught. 

Rubrics provide students with a clear understanding of what to write and how to improve their 

writing. 

Revision vs. Editing –The goal of revising is change of content. The word “revise” comes from Latin 

words that mean “to see again.” Revising often involves making large, sweeping changes, 

reorganizing part or all text, significantly adjusting tone and voice, and/or adding and removing 

http://www.writingbydesignk8.com/
http://www.writingbydesignk8.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deFU8aQ4Hvo&index=6&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnvF_9vk3kI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj1ZtkOo-_w
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sizeable amounts of material. A well-revised text often looks and sounds very different than its 

initial draft and presents something much closer to what the writer intended. 

The goal of editing is correct format and conventions. It is important that this is addressed after 

the revision process. 

No Excuse Spelling – Each grade level has a No Excuse Spelling list. No Excuse words were 

identified as the most frequently misspelled words selected from 500 of the most common words 

in English. Word lists and teaching strategies are described in this section of each teaching manual. 

California Common Core Standards (CCSS) Alignment –   Writing by Design© is compliant with 

Common Core Standards for states where they have been adopted.   

Resources – The Resource section of each teaching manual provides parents/teachers with 

resources to aid instruction: 

• Differentiated teaching strategies for English Learners and students with special needs 

• Strategies for “Engaging the reader” and writing a “Conclusion” 

• References to Adjectives, Vivid Verbs, Sensory Words, Figurative Language, Academic 

Language, Discipline-Specific Words, Varied Sentence Beginnings, and Transitions 

Access to the following additional resources (password protected) is available on the website:  

• Demonstration lesson videos, TK – 8th 

• Picture book suggestions 

• Student writing samples 

• Class profiles 

• Student worksheets 

Glossary – The Glossary, at the end of each manual, provides parents with clear definitions of 

instructional terms and concepts used in writing instruction. 

Lesson Design 

All Writing by Design© lessons follow a research-based effective Lesson Design model: 

➢ Lesson Objective 

➢ Materials 

➢ “Introduce It” 

➢ “Teach It” 

➢ “Model It” 

➢ “Do It” 

➢ “Share It” 

➢ “Wrap It Up” 

Self-directed 4th-8th graders may be able to read through lessons independently. Parents will 

need to determine levels of student understanding, making adjustments as necessary, and check 

the work for the “Share It” section.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deFU8aQ4Hvo&index=6&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5cjqLhKuyM&index=5&list=PLxhbjXm-GfI2flDVGRIq7okPmTuCkQLsN
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For 2nd-8th grades, each genre study provides opportunities for peer revision and peer editing.  

These activities can be very helpful, particularly if practiced among homeschool groups using 

Writing by Design©.  Remote peer revision and editing can be conducted through email of 

documents and phone communication.  If this is not an option, parents can support students with 

self-assessment using the rubrics, providing feedback as the “peer.” 

Lesson Modifications – Suggested strategies for support to English Learners and students with 

special needs are included at the beginning of each lesson. 

Lesson Vocabulary / Quick Writes / Assessments 

Key vocabulary terms are presented at the beginning of each lesson. Make a point to explicitly 

teach the meaning and use of each term prior to teaching each lesson. 

Quick Writes - In addition to Writing by Design© lessons, frequent opportunities for students to 

respond to writing prompts is encouraged.  This practice contributes to writing fluency and love 

for writing.  Children can journal their impromptu responses in a separate composition book. It’s 

helpful to ensure alignment of writing prompts to the genre study being taught.   

Examples:  

If you are in the Summary genre: “Summarize your favorite movie.”  

For Narrative: “Write a dialogue between two people.”   

For Argument: “Write at least one counterargument for this statement: Since you are allergic to 

dogs, we should not own one.” 

Assessments 

Writing by Design© has an assessment at the end of each genre study (for Kindergarten, they are 

in the “Independent” section).  It is important that you provide a practice assessment with a 

similar prompt.  After completion of the practice assessment, use the rubric to grade the paper 

with your child.  The following day, administer the actual assessment, allowing your child ample 

time for completion.   

It may be necessary for parents to follow state deadlines and protocols for administering and 

reporting assessment results. In addition to Writing by Design© assessments, participation in 

standardized testing may be required which can provide additional information about 

performance in relation to grade-level expectations. 

Support Groups in Your Area 

In addition to instruction, successful homeschool experiences can be supported through 

connections with other homeschoolers. Find a local group for field trips, co-op opportunities, 

encouragement, and more. 

 

https://www.hslda.org/LandingPages/local-groups.asp

